DATE NIGHT

SUMMER EDITION
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WELCOME TO

date night!
We want to help you have the best date ever by taking out all the guess
work so you can do one thing. Have fun!

THIS DATE, LIKE MOST, WILL HAVE THESE ELEMENTS:

G e t Re a dy (dress up, dress down, or just wear what makes you feel good!)
G o Out (pick your favorite summer hang-out, or stay on theme by finding a place with
outdoor seating . . . and fans.)

Da re Me (optional and only for the brave.)
Ke e p It G oing (cause date night fun can last all year!)

GET
RE A DY

On the way to the
restaurant, search for the
@MarriedPeople
profile on Spotify to listen
to the Summer playlist!
Then discuss the
following questions:
»

»

»

What’s your favorite
part about summer?
What’s your favorite
summer memory as
a kid?
What’s one thing
this summer you
definitely don’t want
to miss out on?

go
out
1.

When you arrive at your
destination, enjoy the
fans or AC (hopefully),
and dive into these
conversations.

What’s your favorite
summer-time memory
of us together?

2. If you could experience a summer
destination anywhere in the world,
where would it be?
3. It feels like shade in the hot sun,
when we . . .
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DATE MACHINE
MAKING DATING EASY AS 1-2-3.
Deciding where to go and what to do on date night can
be a challenge in any season. We have a solution. You’re
going to make a machine that will take the decision
process and make it as easy as 1, 2, 3 . . . 4.

DA RE
ME

Using the instructions and the blank page at the end of this
date night, build your date machine!
Take a selfie with your new date machine, and post it on
your favorite social media with #mpdatemachine

KE E P IT
G OING

Use your
Date Machine
when you’re
stuck on what
to do for a
future date
night!

We dare you to buy dessert
for a couple next to you!

G R E AT DAT I N G !
You made the most of this long summer day.

Want more resources? Follow @married_people on Instagram to check out what’s new (and see if your date is featured).
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR CREATING YOUR DATE MACHINE
1. Create a perfect square. Lay the paper down vertically on a flat surface in front of you. Fold the
bottom left corner over so that the bottom edge of the paper is exactly in line with the right side of
the page. Images 1-2.
2. Unfold, then fold the bottom right corner over so that the bottom edge of the paper is exactly in
line with the left side of the page. Now the rectangle at the top of the page needs to be discarded.
In order to create an easy-to-rip crease, we suggest unfolding and then refolding the paper along that
same dotted line repeatedly. After that, the paper should tear easily along the fold. If you have
scissors available, you can use these to cut along the dotted line instead. Images 3-4.
3. You should now have a perfect square. Pull and fold the four corners of your square so that they
all meet at the center point. The result should look like a smaller square. Images 5-7.
4. Flip your smaller square over so that the folded corners are touching the table. Repeat step 3,
and fold the new corners inwards towards the center point again. You should now be able to count
eight individual triangles. Grab a pen or pencil and number each of the 8 triangles on your date
machine. Open one triangle flap at a time and write a different date option on the opposite side of
each number. Images 8-10.
5. Close all of your triangle flaps, and then fold your Date Machine in half with the numbers facing
inward. You will be left with four visible squares, two on each side of the date machine. On each of the
four squares, write the name of a different color. Image 11.
6. Open up the bottom of your Date Machine with the thumb and pointer finger of both hands, and
push out the square flaps as shown in the image. you should be able to open and shut the date
machine by manipulating your pointer and thumb fingers. Image 12.
7. To use the Date Machine, ask your partner to choose a color from the ones written on the four
visible squares. Spell that color, and manipulate the Date Machine for each letter of the
corresponding color. You should also be able to see the numbers 1-8 on the inside of the Date
Machine.
8. After the color, ask your partner to choose a number between 1-8, and open that corresponding
triangle flat. Underneath it should be one of the eight dates that you wrote down in step 4.
9.

Go on that date, and have a wonderful time!

8.
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1.

USE THIS PAGE TO CREATE YOUR DATE MACHINE!

C U T O R T E AR ALON G T H E DOT T ED LI N E
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